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the testament of sherlock holmes's story takes place in the present day, with
players beginning their quest when holmes is trapped in the hospital after
being shot by a disguised lestrade and his men. the plot quickly thickens as
players uncover and follow clues, witness events unfold, and engage in a
deadly chase that takes them around the world as holmes is drawn into an
international conspiracy. the testament of sherlock holmes title the testament
of sherlock holmes developer(s) frogwares publisher(s) focus home
interactiveatlus (north america) platform(s) microsoft windowsplaystation
3xbox 360 release date(s) eu 20 september 2012na 25 september 2012
genre adventure, mystery/thriller mode(s) single-player the testament of
sherlock holmes is an adventure video game in the adventures of sherlock
holmes series developed by frogwares and published by focus home
interactive. after being delayed from an original 2010 release, the game was
released in europe on 20 september 2012 and in north america on 25
september 2012. resolve holds a high ranking on the best sherlock holmes
games because of the way it portrays the holmes-inspired character and his
complex backstory. while fans of the novels have noted that sholmes isnt a
particularly accurate representation of doyles leading man, his parody-
derived traits are endearing and in many ways he is deeper than anyone
would have expected.
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